Purkeys inverter

Sales and Service Engineer Larry Rambeaux demonstrates how to reset an inverter when it
shuts off. The green light on the inverter will begin blinking when the voltage drops to If proper
voltage is not restored within 30 seconds, the light will turn red and the inverter will shut off.
The 30 second requirement eliminates false turn-offs due to short-term loads like an engine
crank. There are two things that need to be done in order to reset the inverter. First, a voltmeter
needs to be connected to the inputs at the back of the inverter to make sure the input voltage is
read correctly. Then the voltage at the truck batteries needs to be at least Once this proper
voltage is reached, turn the switch off and back on. The light will switch back to green and the
inverter is once again operating correctly. While inverters are good tools for drivers, they do
have limitations so it is important to understand how much of a load an inverter can handle. Are
you dealing with battery issues? Have you looked into inverters? We welcome your comments
and questions below. Our e-newsletter will help you reduce costs, avoid driver downtime and
stay ahead of your competition. This allows drivers to operate devices such as laptops and
microwaves while on over the road routes. Related Posts. The Purkeys team is constantly
monitoring the coronavirus situation. During this time, there may be some delays in shipping
your order, however, our warehouse is operational and working hard to deliver your orders.
Thank You! This section features new, seasonally relevant, or on-sale products. Check back
often to stay in-the-know and take advantage of products that will make your life as a trucking
professional better and easier! Battery problems are money down the drain, and nobody can
afford that, regardless of operation size. So, we upgraded our website so that our products are
available to anyone in the trucking industry who is ready to take their trucking to the next level.
Keep electric pallet jack batteries charged and drivers on schedule. Learn more Warehouse full
of charging electric pallet jacks? Charge your jacks in the truck instead. Learn more ';
document. Show More Show Less. Heavy-Duty Products. Heavy-duty products for a heavy-duty
industry. View All Products. Featured Products This section features new, seasonally relevant,
or on-sale products. Who We Serve Until recently, we sold the majority of our products to large
fleets. Then we thought, why? Learn moreâ€¦. Purkeys Blog. Warming up a Holiday Cup of
Cheer. Benefits of Electric Pallet Jacks. About Purkeys Established in , Purkeys has always
focused on providing products that charge and protect batteriesâ€”and other cool stuffâ€”on
big trucks, including inventing the first ever liftgate charging system. There are many reasons
why truck driving can be a difficult career, but one reason that causes worry for both drivers
and upper management is access for drivers to healthy food. Long hours sitting and multiple
fast food choices are not a great combination for long-term health. When drivers are left
stranded without a way to finish their hauls, the company loses money, potential customers,
and must utilize rescue vehicles to assist the stranded truck. Purkeys inverters are different. We
design our products to work smarter in ways that can be better utilized by drivers and still make
bosses happy. This means that when the inverter senses the state of charge has reached a
predetermined set point, the inverter will shut off to ensure the tractor batteries do not
discharge too deeply. This means no more worrying if you need to cook a baked potatoâ€”or
something more elaborate, like your Thanksgiving mealâ€”on the road, all while charging your
phone or watching the television. Drivers are free to get creative and healthier with their
cooking options, and upper management can take a deep breath, knowing their trucks are not
going to be stranded or late because of a dead battery. The freedom to avoid fast food choices
and have access to hot, healthy food is a win-win for everybody. Easy to install and easy to use,
we offer exemplary customer support and trainings in our products which means increased
company efficiency and employee satisfaction. Learn more about our inverters today! Related
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Grounding the neutral will cause the inverter to shut down. Do not operate this inverter if it is
wet. Do not install in the engine compartment â€”please install in a well-ventilated area. This
inverter is not tested for use with medical devices. P: Page 4 DC cables and the appliance
wiring. Cable insulation must be the appropriate type for the environment. The inverter harness
supplied by Purkeys Fleet Electric was specifically designed for each tractor model. This
harness meets or exceeds all requirements for safe and effective inverter operation. Page 5 This
is not indicative of problems. Please check with us to verify. Page 6: Operating Environment
Mounting- The power inverter can be operated in any position, however if mounted on a wall,
mount it horizontally so the indicators, switch, outlets and terminals blocks located on the front
panel are visible and accessible. Wiring Harness Kit P: Should be 7 to 14 volts when the engine
is running and zero volts when the engine is off. Operate operate at correct speed an
incandescent lamp at the same time as motor P: Page 11 The timer is on and the set No action
required. If the inverter is not being used then turn the inverter off to save run time. Page
Inverter Voltage Drop Test 9. Time will initially be displayed as Hours: Minutes from and switch
to Hours to Counters will recycle to zero when they reach their maximum. To reset, remove
power from unit momentarily. Page Inverter Tool Instructiuons 2. If the red LED is flashing on,
then the inverter has timed out and needs to be reset. Turn the inverter off. Page 15 5. Short out
the power inputs using the special tool by connecting the positive and negative on the inverter.
This will d
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rain the internal inverter capacitors. Reference image example 4 Image example 4 6. Remove
capacitor drain tool referenced in step 5. Page 16 LED light should come on at the same time.
Wait five 5 seconds and detach the reset adapter. Turn the inverter off and then back on. Both
green lights should come on and the inverter will turn on. Reference image example 6 Image
example 6 P: Page 17 Product or failure of a part not manufactured by Purkeys. This warranty
shall not apply if any Purkeys product is used for a purpose for which it is not designed or is in
any way altered without the specific prior written consent of Purkeys. ANY Product alleged by a
Customer to be defective must be inspected by Purkeys as a part of the warranty claims
process in order to confirm that the part has failed as a result of a defect in material or
workmanship. Print page 1 Print document 18 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

